CHAIN Monkey™
adjuster/end termination for 7/32" Grade 80 chain

CHAIN Monkey™ used as adjuster/end termination

1 CHAIN Monkey™ fitting, WLL 250 lbs, 7:1

For force applied between 45° and perpendicular to fastener axis

CHAIN Monkey™ must be used with flat washer and lock washer

1 CHAIN Monkey™ fitting, WLL 250 lbs, 7:1

Force applied between 45° and parallel to fastener axis

CHAIN Monkey™ must be used with flat washer and lock washer

The CHAIN Monkey™ can also be used with its companion fitting, the CHAIN Monkey™ SC. The CHAIN Monkey™ SC is used for a direct connection to Strut Channel like Unistrut. Both fittings can be stacked (used in tandem) to double the WLL of the connection.

For more CHAIN Monkey™ hardware information, please visit the Downloads page of our website. NEVER EXCEED the Work Load Limit (WLL)

CHAIN Monkey™ used as inline adjuster

1 CHAIN Monkey™ used inline, WLL 250 lbs, 7:1

2 CHAIN Monkey™ used inline, in tandem, WLL 500 lbs, 7:1
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